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ABOUT ANGELS OF IMPACT (AI)

Angels of Impact was founded by a group of conscious investors who believed
in the purposeful inclusion of women as the key to ending poverty.
We strive to achieve the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(UNSDG) of:
#1 No Poverty
#5 Gender Equality
#12 Responsible Consumption and Production
Angels of Impact tackles poverty by enabling women-led social enterprises to
grow into sustainable businesses through funding, capacity building, and
market access. We believe it is time to see women as the solution to end
poverty, and that women are good investments. Women have graduated
beyond micro-finance and when given the resources, can be a more effective
way to achieve the UN SDGs,
For questions or comments on this report, please write to Laina Greene or Pia
Bruce:
laina@angelsofimpact.com
pia@angelsofimpact.com

More information at: www.angelsofimpact.com
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INTRODUCTION
Context
Through our work at Angels of Impact, we

We do recognise that not all impact

have heard many impact investors note that
there is no sufficient pipeline for them to

investors may be focused on poverty
alleviation or gender equality, so when they

invest into and adding a gender lens just

talk about “no pipeline” they may still not be

narrows the pipeline even further.

interested in this new breed of SMEs with a
social mission due to them operating in

Yet in our work we have observed a rise of
urban women-led small and medium

high risk and low margin markets.

enterprises (SMEs) with a social mission

We, however, believe that these SMEs are an

working with rural micro-businesses in
symbiosis that need funding to grow and

effective tool to achieve the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDGs)

flourish.

and should be supported. Through this
report, we hope to showcase that there is a
promising pipeline of women-led SMEs with
the social mission of tackling poverty and to
examine their unique funding needs.
This report therefore is targeted towards
impact investors, foundations, government
bodies and angel investors who are keen to
work on UNSDG #1 No Poverty and
UNSDG#5 Gender Equality. We will show
that these goals can be more effectively
achieved by directing philanthropic monies
towards women-led SMEs with a social
mission as an interesting and potentially
high-impact alternative to funding only
traditional charities and NGOs.
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WHY UNSDG#1 and UNSDG#5
rearing or taking care of the elderly and

“No Poverty” is the first goal
on the UN 2030 Agenda
for sustainable
development.

many even have to do subsistence farming.
Hence, they resort to running microbusinesses as their only source of income

This is not surprising because poverty is one
of our greatest challenges today, one linked

(“entrepreneurs by necessity”). Running
micro-businesses helps these women earn a
more stable living. However, more often
than not, middle men appropriate a
significant portion of their profits. This keeps

inextricably to a host of others.
Other SDGs cannot be addressed
comprehensively and sustainably until
poverty is tackled and poverty by definition,

these women in poverty despite their valiant
efforts to earn a living.
Professor Muhammad Yunus with his

cannot be ended when crucial needs
remain unmet.

microfinance model and his focus on

In many Southeast Asian countries this is a
pressing concern because of the
pervasiveness of poverty in the region1 and
the disproportionate disadvantage this has
on women.

women’s empowerment showed that
through a sustainable intervention with
women at its core, poverty can be ended in
a way that is collaborative and empowers
communities. However, while microfinance
is effective, it also requires socially-oriented
small and medium-size enterprises (SMEs)

This is described as the
‘feminisation’ of poverty,
making UNSDG#5 key to
UNSDG#12.

or social businesses3 working with these
micro-businesses to help end poverty
sustainably.
Socially-oriented SMEs are force multipliers.

Rural women often have few options for
employment, especially if they are
homebound due to onerous duties of child

The majority of them help villagers who run
micro-businesses move up the value chain
and gain access to new markets. For

1 ASEAN Makes Poverty Eradication A Top Priority (2018, January 30) Nhân Dân Retrieved from http://
en.nhandan.org.vn/world/asean/item/5812202-asean-makes-poverty-eradication-a-top-priority.html
2 UN Women (2017, November 09). UN Women and the World Bank Unveil New Data Analysis On Women
And Poverty. Retrieved from http://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2017/11/news-un-women-and-theworld-bank-unveil-new-data-analysis-on-women-and-poverty
3 Building Social Business: The New Kind of Capitalism that Services Humanity’s Most Pressing Needs, by
Muhammad Yunus
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instance, an urban SME in the textile space

income to improve family and community

can gather orders and work with microbusinesses on colour and type of fabric and

welfare.4

ensure the quality of the end product
enables them to earn more. This enables
these micro-businesses to have stable and
sustainable incomes and their owners and
employees to break out of cycles of poverty.
Thus, systemic change is actualised.

Furthermore, women-led businesses are
able to better create goods that serve
women’s needs and often hire more women
in their businesses. These factors strengthen
these SMEs’ multiplier effect, amplifying
their ability to create real change. As studies

Funding women-led businesses make sense,

show, women-founded businesses are good
investments as they generate more per

as investment in women has a multiplier
effect on society. Research has shown that

dollar invested on average, as opposed to
men-led businesses which generate less

men reinvest only a smaller portion of their

than half of that on average.5 However,

income to improve the living and education
standards of their family as opposed to

despite their successes and this data, many
are still struggling to sustain and grow

women who reinvest a larger portion of their

primarily because they face a funding gap.

Funding gap: What secondary sources say
In 2015, the proportion of the SMEs that

by MassChallenge - a US-based global

have female ownership was 69% in the
Philippines, 59% in Vietnam and 43% in

network of accelerators addressing this
gender investment gap - when women

Indonesia. 6 Women-owned businesses

pitch ideas to investors for early-stage

generally face greater financial barriers than
their male counterparts.7

capital, they receive less funding than men
($935K vs. $2.1M). Regression analysis also
show that investment levels were lower for

Over 70% of women-led SMEs are either
unserved or underserved financially.8 As per
data gathered in the US provided by studies

women-founded businesses due to gender
and not education.9 Similar gendered
barriers persist in the Southeast Asian

4 Clinton Global Initiative. Empowering Girls & Women. Retrieved from http://www.un.org/en/ecosoc/
phlntrpy/notes/clinton.pdf
5 Abouzahr, K., Taplett, F., Krentz, M., & Harthorne, J (2018, May 20). Why Women-Owned Startups Are A
Better Bet. (p.2) Boston Consulting Group
6 UNESCAP (2017) Fostering Women’s Entrepreneurship in Asia: Transforming Prospects, Transforming
Societies. Retrieved from https://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/ESCAP-FWE-ASEAN-full_0.pdf
7 UNESCAP (2017) Fostering Women’s Entrepreneurship in Asia: Transforming Prospects, Transforming
Societies. (p. 18) Retrieved from https://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/ESCAP-FWE-ASEAN-full_0.pdf
8 Women’s World Banking and European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (2014). Global Best
Practices in Banking Women-Led SMEs (p.4)
9 Abouzahr, K., Taplett, F., Krentz, M., & Harthorne, J (2018, May 20). Why Women-Owned Startups Are A
Better Bet. (p.2) Boston Consulting Group.
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context. Women-led SMEs often have

fixed assets for collateral.

severely limited access to financing options,
tailored products/services and flexible terms

When an SME has a social mission (i.e. a

and conditions. They end up having to rely
on their limited earnings and on community
and family support to grow.10

“While some may have
access to microfinance,
microfinance alone is
clearly not sufficient”.

double bottom line) on top of it, this often
translates to compromising profitability for
greater social good and thus further affects
their ability to raise capital.
Having funded, advised and opened
markets for more than 15 women-led SMEs
with a social mission to tackle poverty in

Women need to be able to graduate to
larger business activities higher up the value
chain, employing more workers and making
a greater contribution to inclusive and
sustainable economic development.”11

Thailand, Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippines and India, Angels of Impact also
observed that these SMEs faced particular
issues while raising funds despite their
successes.
We observed that the conclusion made by

“The lack of funding for SMEs is sometimes
tied to failures of financial markets, due to
asymmetric information and agency
problems where investors are facing their

the Monitor Group report “From Blueprint to
Scale”13 remains valid - that impact investors
tend not to find the poverty alleviation
space attractive.

own pressures to invest in profitable
businesses.

The Monitor Group report called for
“Enterprise Philanthropy” to help fill the gap.

They limit access to credit for SMEs and

Three key challenges reported as to why
impact investors find investing in poverty

start-ups, given that they are often undercollateralised, have limited credit history and
lack of expertise needed to produce

alleviation not attractive were stated as:
1.

The lack of efficient intermediation,

sophisticated financial statements.” Other
reasons for lack of access to capital for SMEs

with high search and transaction
costs caused by fragmented

include perceptions of higher risks; the fact

demand and supply, small and
medium complex deals and a lack

12

that their limited operating history points to
unsteady revenue streams and a lack of

of understanding of the risk

10 Investing in Women: Closing the Gender Capital Gap in Southeast Asia (2017, August 31) Impact Alpha.
Retrieved from https://impactalpha.com/investing-in-women-closing-the-gender-credit-gap-in-southeastasia-800997d8f9 c6/
11 UNESCAP (2017) Fostering Women’s Entrepreneurship in Asia: Transforming Prospects, Transforming
Societies. Retrieved from https://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/ESCAP-FWE-ASEAN-full_0.pdf
12 OECD (2017, June). Enhancing the Contributions of SMEs in a Global and Digitalised Economy (p.15)
13 Koh, H., Karamchandani, A., & Katz, R. (2012, April) From Blueprint to Scale: The Case for Philanthropy in
Impact Investing Acumen Fund, Monitor Group, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Retrieved from https://
acumen.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/From-Blueprint-to-Scale-Case-for-Philanthropy-in-ImpactInvesting_Full-report.pdf
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2. The lack of enabling infrastructure
to help people identify and function
as part of an industry since the
market was structured around a
history of bifurcation between
philanthropy and investments

large amounts of capital could be
placed at required rates of return
Asian Venture Philanthropy Network (AVPN),
in a recent study on the missing middle
sector in South East Asia, also found that
there exists a sizeable gap for investment
amounts of USD250,000 and below as

3. The lack of sufficient absorptive
capacity for capital - that there is

most impact investors focusing on

an imminent lack of impact
investing opportunities into which

Southeast Asia wish to invest at least
USD250,000.14

Where this report fits
With impact investors seldom focused on

hypotheses of the need for enterprise

poverty alleviation or early stage businesses,
there is a clear gap. Some organisations

philanthropy and to establish funding needs
for women-led SMEs tackling UNSDGs #1

such as Acumen aim to fill this early stage

and #5.

funding gap. They tap into philanthropic
monies to provide patient capital to SMEs in

By doing so, we explored the actual funding

the poverty alleviation sector but they are
not focused on this region. In a study for
Oxfam, which Angels of Impact conducted
with ANGIN (Indonesia), we concluded that
blended financing (various combinations of
grants, debt and equity financing) is also
needed to address the “missing middle”
women-led SMEs tackling poverty in the

needs of early stage women-led SMEs
tackling poverty. This is intended to be more
of a needs analysis from the social
entrepreneurs’ perspective than a research
paper about the general funding gap
landscape. This report intends to clarify how
enterprise philanthropy can be used to fill
existing funding gap and fulfill other related
capacity needs.

agricultural sector. 15
We conducted this current research project
to expand further on these findings by
collecting more data from a wider pool of
women across sectors to validate our

14 Nguyen, A. & Hamdi, S. (2017, April 25) Who’s Bridging the “Missing Middle” in Social Investment in
Southeast Asia? Retrieved from https://avpn.asia/blog/whos-bridging-missing-middle-social-investmentsoutheast-asia/
15 Angels of Impact & ANGIN (2017, July 30) Blended Finance Models for Social Enterprises and SMEs in the
Agriculture Sector. Commissioned by Oxfam.
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look into capacity gaps within the

Our study is based on
mainly face to face
interviews with 43 womenled SMEs in Indonesia,
Thailand and Myanmar.

enterprises that need to be met in order for
them to become funding-ready, with
symmetric expectations between them and
potential investors.

We explore current and desired levels and
types of funding and the unique constraints
that hold back these “missing middle” social
enterprises from accessing funds. We also
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In addition, we further interviewed 5 of
these SMEs for an in-depth gender
integration case studies on how women-led
SMEs with a social mission can more
effectively achieve UNSDG#1 and UNSDG#5.

INVESTIGATIVE METHODOLOGY
Research Methodology
This needs assessment focuses on the gaps

up conversations where necessary was

in funding perceived by socially-oriented
women-led SMEs in terms of their life

entered into an online survey. Data was
analysed to identify common and recurring

experiences.

themes. Divergent views and anecdotes

This exploratory study is based on 90-120

were also recorded.

minute primary face to face interviews
conducted with representatives from 43

We also inquired into the unique constraints
that hold these “missing middle” social

women-led SMEs in Indonesia, Thailand and

enterprises back from accessing the funds

Myanmar to dig deeper to find information
not previously available.

that they need to grow or achieve
sustainability. We identified the capacities
within the enterprises that need to be
strengthened in order for the SMEs to

Information was mainly
gathered through in-depth,
face to face interviews.

become funding-ready, with symmetric

Information from the interviews and follow

expectations between them and potential
investors.

Research Questions and Interview Guide
The research hypotheses that guided our interviews with the women-led SMEs are as follows:
1.

There is a funding gap for women-led SMEs focusing on poverty eradication.

Our assessment for funding needs includes

led SMEs in the ‘missing middle’ funding

a range of needs from capital expenditure to
funds for business expansion as well as

gap. This study also aims to help inform the
strategy for how philanthropy may be used

financing to support endeavours in capacity

for more effective measures to tackle the

building and training. This study aims to
demonstrate a sizeable presence of women-

challenge of poverty alleviation.
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2.

The funding needs of ‘missing middle’ SMEs tackling poverty differ from those of
conventional SMEs for various reasons.

There are many factors that could cause this

They may not only need money but rather

difference such as higher operating
expenditures, lack of funding readiness or

“smart money” and “patient capital”. We also
aim to explore deeper the obstacles they

unique forms of capital needed such as a

face to access or receive financing, for

combination of grants and loans (blended
finance) for non-revenue related activities

example capacity building to get their
books in order. We thereby aim to gather a

such as training. They are also more likely to

deeper understanding on how we can get

face a mismatch of expectations from
investors. Many have shown a great desire

these women-led social SMEs ready to tap
into other forms of capital that can better

and need for founders to be paired up with
values aligned funders who can work in

serve and support them.

collaboration with the business to grow and
attain success.
Through this study, ‘Impact Investor’ was defined in the questionnaires as someone who
values the social mission and social return of an enterprise as much as financial return and
growth. This definition is intentionally broad to encompass linguistic barriers inherent in
translation.
An interview guide was developed that concentrated on the two main topics listed above. The
guide listed all the questions in each topic area but interviewers were given latitude to deviate
from the guide when it would enhance the depth of the conversation. Thus, the specific
follow-up questions and probes were unique to each interview in the tradition of qualitative
inquiry.

Data Collection and Analysis
The study concluded with 43 interviews. Out

generated below $10,000 per annum. 9

of the 43 interviews in total, 16 were done in
Indonesia, 15 in Thailand and 12 in Myanmar.

SMEs did not disclose their actual revenue.

Interviews lasted from 90 to 120 minutes
and some were audio recorded. Consent
was obtained from respondents. 27 SMEs
generated revenue above $30,000, 5
generated between $10,000-30,000 and 2
10 of 76

Three country research assistants (COR) one from each country - were appointed to
organise and assist with interviews. CORs
were supported by the research team in
Singapore, who also made trips to each

respective country to test the preliminary

Interviews within the selected interviewees

survey questions. They worked with the
CORs throughout the entire process of

were held primarily via face to face meetings
but were supplemented by Skype calls,

conducting interviews.

phone calls and emails where needed.

In-depth interviews for this study were

Google Forms were used to compile the

conducted in two stages. The interview
guide and the data collection process were

initial data collection. Data was cleaned in
our subsequent follow-up with our country

piloted with six participants (two from each

contacts and socially-oriented SMEs. Data

country). Experts in the field were consulted
on the content and the coverage of the

was coded in Microsoft Excel and graphed
in Visme.

questions set.

Research Site and Sampling
Three countries with varying degrees of

in ASEAN was compiled when the research

development of social entrepreneurship
ecosystems, especially for SMEs, were

was conceptualised in early 2018. From this
database, we selected the women-led SMEs

selected for study. Among the countries we

that met our criteria. This consisted of a

observed, Indonesia had the most advanced
ecosystem overall, followed by Thailand then

pipeline of 44 SMEs from Indonesia, 32 SMEs
from Thailand and 20 SMEs from Myanmar.

by Myanmar with the least mature social
enterprise ecosystem.

select the SMEs to be interviewed for this

A list of prospective interviewees, comprised
of approximately 100 SMEs tackling poverty
1.

The following four key criteria were used to
research:

Women-led SMEs (UN SDG #5)

2. A positive impact on gender equality (UN SDG #5)
3. Primary social mission to tackle poverty (UN SDG #1)
4. Small and medium enterprise with revenues of $10,000 or more and/or has been in
operation for more than 2 years.

For the first criteria, “women-led” did not

part of the leadership, as part of founding

mean that the management team needed
to be comprised of only women. Rather, it

team or management team.

meant that women constitute a significant
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For the second criteria, we followed an
approach similar to that of the Acumen

report “Women and Social Enterprises”.16

We believe that it is important to have as

Like Acumen, we chose SMEs that prioritise

many ways of promoting gender equity as
possible. This means that instead of

“gender integration” at all levels of business
and community development work.

involving women only as beneficiaries, we
also prioritise their leadership in
enterprises.17

Source: Women and Social Enterprises: How Gender Integration Can Boost Entrepreneurial
Solutions to Poverty (Acumen Fund, ICRW, Cartier Charitable Foundation), 2015

We chose to not only use the gender lens approach as defined by other initiatives, where
gender lens investing is said to include:
1) Women’s access to capital
2) Achieving workforce diversity at all levels of an organization, including supply chain
3) Products and services that benefit women

16 Glinski, A., Lizzette, S., Stevanovic, N., Winograd, L., & Ku, S., & Fritz, K. (International Center for Research on
Women, ICRW), Zaidman, y., Mufti, e., & Aggarwal, V. (Acumen) (2015) Women and Social Enterprises: How
Gender Integration Can Boost Entrepreneurial Solutions to Poverty. Cartier Charitable Foundation, ICRW,
Acumen
17 Raveendran Greene, L., Tan, A., & Hawkins, L. (2017, May) Sustainable Impact: How Women Are Key To
Ending Poverty. Partridge Singapore.
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We feel that the gender lens approach has

risks and therefore often are likely to have

its limitations because it does not require

lower margins than traditional SMEs.

that all three components are present
simultaneously. We believe that in Asia

For the fourth criteria, we wanted to better
understand the funding needs of the

particularly, the Acumen approach of
gender integration - i.e. having as many

‘missing middle’ or ‘pioneer gap’ segment of

gender lens oriented objectives achieved as
possible - is the better approach. Within the
pool of women-led SMEs tackling poverty
that we interviewed, all of them involved
other women in their supply chain and have
products or services that benefit women and
much more.
For the third criteria, we looked for SMEs
that had a primary focus of tackling issues
around poverty, for example maternal health
or livelihood for people living either below or
just above the poverty line. Companies
operating in this space face higher costs of
doing business (e.g. operating in rural areas
with little or no infrastructure), face more

SMEs tackling poverty, which are usually in
neither the ‘blueprint’ stage nor the ‘scale’
stage (see diagram below).18 They are in the
‘validate and prepare’ stages of the Monitor /
Acumen framework.
These SMEs are traditionally not funded by
banks or impact investors. Hence, we aimed
to explore what they currently do to raise
money and what their funding needs are.
For the purpose of this report, our
interviewees’ businesses were usually more
than two years old and/or, had annual
revenues of at least $10,000. Most SMEs that
we interviewed reported above $30,000 in
revenue.

Different business stages are detailed here as per the Monitor Group and Acumen Fund report:

Source: From Blueprint toScale: The Case for Philanthropy in Impact Investing (Monitor Group & Acumen Fund) 2012

18 Koh, H., Karamchandani, A., & Katz, R. (2012, April) From Blueprint to Scale: The Case for Philanthropy in
Impact Investing. (p. 12-13) Acumen Fund, Monitor Group, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Retrieved
from https://acumen.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/From-Blueprint-to-Scale-Case-for-Philanthropy-inImpact-Investing_Full-report.pdf
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SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
The research did find that there was a funding gap faced by women-led SMEs and that
they did face some differences from regular SMEs in trying to raise funding.

Unique funding needs require socially-driven
investors
Many SMEs have already tapped into their

operating margins. Moreover, internal funds

own funds and funds of friends and family.
They now face financial obstacles in working

are often used for non-revenue generating
activities such as training, research and

towards achieving growth or even ensuring

development and empowerment training.

basic maintenance.

Only a small portion of funds can be reliably
channeled as growth capital.

Even when they do have cash in the bank,
the SMEs are largely unable to channel

There are many unmet needs, mostly

these internal funds into new growth

concerned with funding, for social

initiatives without putting their
communities at risk by using up buffer

enterprises tackling poverty. Alternative
means of innovative financing will be

reserves that might be needed to stay in
operation during tough times.

required from investors with patient capital
who also understand the constraints of

This is because the uncertainties and high
operational costs of operating in rural
communities often require SMEs to hold
significant working capital amidst low
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tackling poverty and are looking for suitable
returns. SMEs tackling poverty therefore
prefer to have an investor who shares a
commitment to the same social mission.

Lack of trust and connectedness
with impact investors
While 56% and 53% of respondents in

connectedness of investors and socially-

Indonesia and Thailand respectively had a
fair level of awareness of available impact

oriented SME founders. A few of them,
especially those based in Thailand,

investing options, only around 17% of the

mentioned that they had a hard time

respondents in Myanmar were aware of
these opportunities.

finding the right investor who would
understand both their business offering and
social mission.

Even when respondents
have heard of impact
investing, they were
skeptical.

Respondents also expressed that they do
not know the fundraising process and
sources of impact investing thoroughly. 2
SMEs in southern Thailand reported that

They had few personal interactions with
such financiers and so they tend to believe
that these financing options were just futile
hype rather than the patient capital they
required.

funds were always concentrated in Bangkok,
which was not easily accessible to them.
Relationships and trust require empathy and
time to build the strong ties needed. This
conclusion is similar to our experience with

Worrying that impact investors still prioritise

Angels of Impact.

profit maximisation, respondents also felt
that the investors may not be sufficiently

Many of the 15 women-led SMEs that Angels

socially-driven and may shift the business
focus away from the social mission.
Beyond mistrust, another key weakness of
the current ecosystem is the poor
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of Impact has been working with, have been
discouraged by past instances of being
turned down by impact investors. With the
relationship trust now shaken, these women
do not trust funding from these sources.

Mismatch of expectations
Our research indicates that there is a clear
mismatch of expectations between impact
funders and enterprises in the poverty
alleviation space. Therefore, social
enterprises feel the dearth of commercial
and impact funds supporting businesses
working to alleviate poverty.

investors are often sold on
the mantra of “do good
and do well”
within a short time frame (usually within 3-5
years) and higher financial returns.
This means much needed longer term

The Monitor Group report, ‘From Blueprint
To Scale’, similarly concluded that “in the
blueprint and validate stages, unlike in the

affordable and patient capital funding is not
available to SMEs in the poverty alleviation
space. This severely restricts growth of social

case of angel or venture capital investing in
mainstream business ventures, there is

enterprises because they need support for
time periods longer than the typical funding

limited potential for outsized financial

cycle of an impact investor.

returns within a timeframe that is
acceptable to investors (usually within 3-5

Furthermore, this research has identified

years) in order to compensate for greater
early stage risk and small deal sizes.
Unfortunately for the pioneer firm, few
impact investors seem prepared to provide
money and technical assistance in the early
stages.”19 Even when there is interest in
poverty-alleviation focused social ventures,

that besides mismatch of expectations,
SMEs’ lack of technical capacity to request
and assimilate funding hinders success.
Limited capacity of SMEs, coupled with the
limited available capacity-building financial
support, inhibits the efficacy of interventions
of these social enterprises. It also significantly
limits the investment pipeline for private
capital in this space.

19 Koh, H., Karamchandani, A., & Katz, R. (2012, April) The Pioneer Gap. In From Blueprint to Scale: The Case
for Philanthropy in Impact Investing (p. 10-19). Acumen Fund, Monitor Group, Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation. Retrieved from https://acumen.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/From-Blueprint-to-Scale-Casefor-Philanthropy-in-Impact-Investing_Full-report.pdf
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CROSS-COUNTRY ANALYSIS
Demographics
Of the 43 interviewees, 67% are founders/co-founders, with the rest in the management level
of business development, sales and marketing. Ages ranged from 20 - 40 years of age, with a
concentration in the 30’s with few outliers.

Business Profitability
In all three countries SMEs operated mainly

rely on donations, fundraising campaigns

in the B2C market. More than half of them
were already profitable from doing business,

and personal savings, for example, one SME
in Myanmar still relies on donations to cover

whereas Myanmar presented the strongest

around 70% of the training and around

profitability, where 80% of the SMEs were
reported as profitable. In terms of length of

20-30% of other cost items such as staffing,
equipment and rent.

operations and revenue, the smaller sample
size of SMEs we interviewed in Myanmar
presented a longer period in operation and
higher revenue than those in the other 2
countries.

Inventory is financed in a variety of ways
dependent on each SME in each country,
including revenue reinvestment,
consignments and loans. A few of them

When we look at the major cost drivers of all

disclosed cash flow problems in that they
need to pay their suppliers in advance.

SMEs interviewed, all SMEs in the 3

However, they may not be able to make this

countries share the same pattern. Most costs
stem from raw material purchase and

back in sales or there may be delayed
payments from their pre-order customers

production related expenses. These costs are

(with no interest or penalty), so they have to

mostly financed with revenue/profit
reinvestment. However, some of them also

use loans to close this cash flow gap (mainly
seen in Indonesia and Myanmar).
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In term of being financing ready for pitching to investors, Indonesian SMEs are better
prepared as the majority of them generated almost a full set of financial statements,
including revenue forecast. In contrast, only 15% of SMEs in Myanmar and 40% of SMEs in
Thailand generated revenue forecast which is an important information when pitching to
investors.

Startup Funding
60 - 70% of SMEs interviewed in this study

both those in Myanmar (13%) and Indonesia

have previously raised external funds. Grants

(14-18%). Thus, funds obtained through loans

from business competitions, government or

are more prevalent in Thailand than those in

social investors were the most common
sources of funds for their first fundraising

the other two countries of our study. SMEs in
Myanmar tend to take loans from friends

round or alternative, followed by loans,

and families.

equity and crowdfunding.

Only SMEs in Indonesia raised equity as their

The funding preference toward grants was

funds because they trusted the expertise of

reported due to there being no

venture capital. Those in Thailand did not

commitment to repay and because the

raise equity because they did not want to

donors have similar values and expectations.
Despite having raised funds previously, most

bear pressure from the investors. In
Myanmar, one of the SMEs raised funds

of the SMEs also had ongoing cash flow and

from crowdfunding.

sustainability issues.

Overall, more than half of the SMEs went to

In term of loans from banks, the interest rate
in Thailand (4-6%) is substantially lower than
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the second round of fundraising.

SMEs in Thailand and Myanmar shared the same use of funds, with significant overlap also
observed in Indonesian SMEs:

• Money for business operations and

• Raw materials purchase

maintenance

• Capacity building

• Product development

Future Funding Needs
More than half of SMEs interviewed in Indonesia and Thailand have either current or foreseen
funding needs to:

• Scale up the business

• Increase and develop marketing

• Build capacity

• Do more for beneficiaries, e.g. workshops,
campaigns etc.

• Develop product design

Around one third of Myanmar SMEs would like to raise funds to expand their business and
market prospects to provide training and upgrade skills, to advertise through a roadshow and
to rent a facility for beneficiaries.
However, several SMEs felt constrained in that they couldn’t find the right/matched investors,
they don’t have funding information e.g. process of fundraising and they don’t have business
plans ready in place.

Funding Challenges
The SMEs were asked to provide insights into the difficulty of obtaining conventional
fundings and the terms for such type of funding available. Most of the SMEs did not
seem to understand the technical financial terms and they had limited knowledge of
industry and product standards regarding ideal terms.
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Perception & Type of Funds Needed
Social Finance Awareness
Social finance in Indonesia and in Thailand

The rest of the SMEs surveyed were unaware

shows a strong presence among SMEs as
50% - 60% of them indicated their

of or unsure about existing options. One
SME from Indonesia raised the point that

awareness of it. The sources that they

they get less appreciation and no funding

mentioned are ANGIN, KINARA in Indonesia
and CHIVAS, BANPU, ASHOKA, OXFAM, MFIT

from within Indonesia compared to other
traditional SMEs. Conversely, only 17% of

in Thailand. However, they remained unclear

SMEs in Myanmar are aware of social

as to whether these met their needs since
the SMEs are focused on poverty alleviation.

finance and none of them could tell the
source of such funding. The rest were not
sure or completely unaware.

Double Bottom Line Effect
75% of Myanmar and Indonesia SMEs and 66% of Thai SMEs believed that the double bottom
line provided an advantage in raising funds from social investors for the following reasons:

• They can ask for donations as well

• It gives their business increased perceived

• It attracts more people who understand

value
• More investors are interested in this field

social impact

However, some SMEs surveyed in Myanmar and Indonesia said that it actually hampered the
fundraising because social enterprises are not yet well-known and because the profit is too
small to look good for financial investors. Furthermore, they stated that there are only a
limited number of funders who invest in social enterprises.
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Ideal Types of Funding
The SMEs in the 3 countries have different

very low interest (no specific rate of interest

ideal types and terms of funds. In Thailand,
they stated a preference for long-term loans

specified) but also would not mind grants.
While in Indonesia, SMEs indicated

with low interest rates of 1% - 5% p.a. which

preference for short-term loans with interest

is as same as those desired in Myanmar.
Both tend to prefer long-term loans with

rates lower than 5% or 10% p.a. to meet
their short term financing needs.

Perception of Investors &
Type of Investors Needed
Ideal Investor
All SMEs interviewed across the 3 countries have a similar ideal investor in mind. Their
collective preference is that an ideal investor should be someone who shares the same
business values, understands their double bottom line and is able to mentor them to scale up
their business.

Impact investor versus conventional investor

Over 80% of SMEs interviewed in each

The reasons are similar across countries -

country indicated a preference for an
impact investor over a conventional investor.

that an impact investor will likely better
understand the nature and double bottom
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line of the social business than a

longer and more flexible payback period.

conventional investor might.

On the other hand, 50% of our Indonesian

Interestingly, only 10% - 25% of SMEs in
Thailand and Myanmar would expect

respondents reported an expectation for a
lower interest rate, deferred first payment

different terms from an impact investor

and less profit needed. Yet, others were

than from a conventional one in terms of
financial returns, the difference being a

unsure and did not expect any difference.

Philanthropic Investors
27% - 37.5% of SMEs surveyed are aware of

One Thai SME expected interest rates as low

philanthropic investors but none of them
could name a source of such funds. SMEs

as 1% p.a.. However, another Thai SME also
raised the issue that to understand the

surveyed expressed a preference towards

needs of such investor, they need a

investors with an exhibited preference for
long-term investments in cultural and

measurable and systematic social impact
tracking mechanism, which is complex for

community-based work.

them to handle on their own.

These SMEs expressed a leaning towards

Other SMEs in Indonesia and Thailand said

preference for women investors, believing
that women are inherently more supportive

that they were less aware of philanthropic
investors but still expected that any

of impact such as cultural and ethnic
preservation and women’s empowerment;

philanthropic investor should have a good
understanding of their business and have

would know the mechanisms of a social

aligned expectations/goals.

enterprise and would be interested in
mentoring.
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INDONESIA
We gathered information from 16 women-led SMEs in Indonesia. Most of these SMEs operate
from Jakarta, the capital city. Details of their demographics are presented below:
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Business Profitability
Out of 16 SMEs who provided answers as to the business model, most of them were in the
B2C market and over 50% were profitable, somewhat dependent on the length of operations.
The study showed that SMEs with 3 years of operations and above typically were profitable.
Key statistics are laid out below:
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13 of the 16 SMEs surveyed were able to generate the financial reports detailed in the figure
below, including the revenue forecast. However, only 9 of the 16 SMEs were able to generate
documents for Use of Funds and Tax Returns which are crucial documents when pitching to
investors.

Startup Funding
11 of the 16 SMEs interviewed had raised external funds previously. As their first round of
fundraising, most of them raised grants. Interviews suggest that this has been primarily
because expectations and values have been aligned between donors and our SME
respondents, followed by equities, because of familiarity with venture capital.
Loans from banks was reported as the least utilised form of fund raising due to typically high
interest rates (typically ranging from 10% to 14%) and low accessibility for the Bank CSR
program interest rate (Less than 10%).
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Details of past funding are listed in the table as presented:

Funds raised were reportedly used to fund the following areas and functions:
• Operations
• Human resources
• Purchase of raw materials
• Working capital

Future Funding Needs
15 out of the 16 Indonesian SMEs interviewed needed to raise funds to expand their business,
sustain operations and do more for prospective beneficiaries.
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Funding Challenges
The SMEs were asked to provide insights into the difficulty of obtaining conventional funding
types and the ideal terms for each type of funds for future funding opportunities.
The research found that most of the SMEs do not understand the technical terms for funding
and have limited knowledge of industry and product standards regarding ideal terms.
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Perception & Type of Funds Needed
Out of all 16 Indonesia respondents, 12 believed that the double bottom line positively affects
their fundraising because it attracts the interest of more people who understand and are
more aware of the social impact, giving a greater perception of value.
Conversely, 3 Indonesian SMEs interviewed believed that their double bottom line has actively
hampered their fundraising instead because profit margins are too small to look good for
investors and that there are only a limited number of funders who invest in social enterprises.
The research showed that social finance has a relatively high profile in Indonesia as 56% of
SMEs surveyed are aware of its existence.
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Perception of Investors & Type of Investor Needed

Some of the questions discussed as part of
the interviews were to ascertain what
made an ‘ideal investor’: 81% responded.

Despite the suitability of some philanthropic
investors, awareness in Indonesia is limited:
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THAILAND
The 15 women-led SMEs in Thailand that we gathered information from were spread between
northern, central and southern area of Thailand with a majority in Bangkok. The details of their
demographics are presented below
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Business Profitability
Out of 15 SMEs who provided answers as to the business model, most of them were in the
B2C market and over 50% were profitable. The study showed that SMEs with 2 years of
operations typically were profitable, yet some SMEs with more than 3 years of operations still
broke even or made a loss. For SMEs which still made a loss, they reported that they would
like to turn around their businesses by expanding to more markets, expanding to B2C market
and doing online marketing.

Major cost components and financing of inventory and expenses are presented:
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As for the SMEs’ funding readiness to pitch to investors, some were ready in terms of financial
documents needed to raise funds. Out of the total 15 SMEs, 10 were able to generate relevant
financial documents as detailed below. However, only 40% of the SMEs had generated
revenue forecasts. Use of Funds and Tax Returns were generated by only 5 of the SMEs out of
the 15 total - documents also deemed important to investors.

Startup Funding
78.5% of the Thai SMEs interviewed have raised external funds previously. As for the first round
of fundraising, most of them raised grants, followed by loans because these were the only
sources of funds they were aware of.
As an outlier, one enterprise raised funds from an EU labor union in the form of a large order
which helped set up their business further. Almost half of the SMEs went on to raise their
second-round funding.
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The details of past funding are listed in the table as presented:

Funds were reportedly used for:

• business maintenance

• brand creation

• product development

• stock purchase

• production

• market expansion

• capacity building

• PR

Future Funding Needs
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Funding Challenges
SMEs interviewed were asked to provide insights into the difficulty of obtaining conventional
funding types and the ideal terms for each type of funds for future funding opportunities.

The research found that similar to Indonesian SMEs surveyed, most of the Thai SMEs do not
understand the technical terms for funding and have little idea when it comes to ideal terms.
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Perception & Type of Funds Needed
Out of all 15 Thai respondents, 10 believed that the double bottom line positively affects their
fundraising because it attracts the interest of more people who understand and are more
aware of the social impact, giving a greater perception of value, as well as giving them
potential access to funding that strictly for-profit businesses may not be able to access.
3 Thai SMEs interviewed did not believe that their double bottom line has had any positive or
negative effect on their funding efforts, while 2 remained unsure.
The research showed that social finance has a relatively high profile in Thailand as 56% of
SMEs surveyed are aware of its existence.
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Perception of Investors & Type of Investors
Needed
14 out of 15 Thai respondents interviewed would like to work with an impact investor.

Some of the questions discussed
as part of the interviews were to
ascertain what made an ‘ideal
investor’, with the following
consensus:
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Awareness of philanthropic investing
options varied amongst Thai social
enterprise SMEs interviewed.
For those who were aware at the time
of interview, it was critical that
expectations regarding terms of
repayment match between the SME
and investor.
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MYANMAR
The 12 women-led SMEs in Myanmar that we gathered information from were mainly based
in Yangon, the capital city. The details of their demographics are presented below:
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Business Profitability
Out of the 58% of SMEs (7 out of 12) who provided responses as to the major cost
components and sources of expense financing, most reported financing their expenses
through profit reinvestment, while others reported donations as necessary support. There
were also organisations surveyed which reported making consistent losses, thus relying on
both profit reinvestment and donations.
As for the SMEs’ funding readiness to pitch to investors, most of them were not ready.
Although 9 of them were able to generate a Profit & Loss statement, only a few had Balance
Sheet and Current Revenue documentation in place. Moreover, only 3 SMEs (25%) had a
Revenue Forecast, which is a crucial document when pitching to investors.
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Startup Funding
7 of the SMEs interviewed in Myanmar have raised external funds. As for the first round of
fundraising, most of them first raised grants, followed by eliciting personal loans from friends
and families.
They found grants to have substantially lower due diligence processes than other fundraising
channels and found that friends and families charged substantially lower interest rates (0% 4% p.a.) compared to banks (11% - 17% p.a. as observed in the period 2007 - 2011). 20 Only one
SME raised funds from a crowdfunding platform (Indiegogo). More than half of them went
through to raise second-round funding.

20

https://tradingeconomics.com/myanmar/lending-interest-rate-percent-wb-data.html
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Funds raised were used differently in each SMEs with uses including:

• rent

• design and marketing

• equipment

• training and mentoring

• salaries

Future Funding Needs
8 Myanmar SMEs out of the 12 interviewed need to raise funds to expand their business and
market prospects, to provide training and upgrade skills, to advertise through a roadshow and
to rent a facility for beneficiaries.

Perception & Type of Funds Needed
9 SMEs surveyed reported that their double bottom line gave them an advantage in raising
funds. 1 SME said this was because they could ask for donations. 4 found that their double
bottom line negatively affected their fundraising prospects because social enterprises are not
yet well-known in Myanmar.
Interestingly, although socially oriented SMEs have been present in Myanmar for a significant
time, the awareness of social finance was relatively low. Only 2 of the SMEs interviewed were
aware of social finance providers in Myanmar, but none could name a specific source of such
funding. The rest were not sure or completely unaware.
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Perception of Investors & Type of Investors
Needed
When we introduced the concept of impact investing, most of the SMEs stated that they
would prefer an impact investor to a conventional investor.
4 of the SMEs were aware of philanthropic investors, but again, none could name a source of
such funds. The rest were again not sure or completely unaware.
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CONCLUSION
Our research clearly shows
that there is a healthy
pipeline of women-led
small and medium social
enterprises (SME SEs)
achieving both UN SDGs #1
and #5

place of profit
maximisation, raising
funds is even more
challenging.

Together they are developing a systematic
method of ending poverty in ASEAN
countries.
We believe it is important to focus on
funding these women-led SMEs because
they are value chain creators and force
multipliers for positive social impact.
Because women are disproportionately
overrepresented in the populations that live
in poverty, supporting women is vital to
ending poverty. Individual micro-finance has
proven unable to alleviate poverty and
advance women’s equality on a sufficiently
systemic level. In order to meet UNSDG #1
and #5, it is imperative that we invest in
gender-integrated women-led SMEs that
include women in their supply chain and
deliver products and services that benefit
women.
Funding for the “missing middle” SMEs
remains in general, largely recognised as a
problem in Asia.21

When SMEs’ primary focus
is positive social impact in

This happens because these enterprises
operate with low margins and in high risk
markets.22 This aversion has proven to be
especially prevalent when such SMEs are
women-led.
However, being locally-run is an advantage
for these SMEs. They are able to navigate
local laws, cultures and build trust amongst
different stakeholders. These factors reinforce
their importance in the poverty alleviation
space. They are, however, not attractive to
impact investors in their current shape.
Impact investors may try to influence their
business models in the interest of
maximising profits thereby compromising
their social impact.

SMEs with a social mission
feel a lack of trust,
connectedness and access
to impact investors.
Since these SMEs go beyond simply
providing income opportunities when
helping to end poverty, they feel their
business models may not be fully understood
by most impact investors. They often also
perform community and capacity building
projects such as training and infrastructure
development which is key to enable success
of their ventures.

21 World Bank Report 2017, “The Missing Middle”
22 Monitor Group & Acumen Partners Report, “The Pioneer Gap”
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Even when they do find socially aligned
investors, the financial terms of impact
investors and the needs of entrepreneurs
often do not match. What many investors
currently offer is only money for high return
equity investments or short-term loans with
higher interest rates (although Indonesian
SMEs prefer short term, they want interest
rates to be low). Conversely, entrepreneurs
working in the poverty alleviation space in
Myanmar and Thailand seek long-term
patient capital with lower interest rates and
prefer investors who can offer more than just
money (such as capacity building and
opening doors).

Social enterprises are
looking for “smart social
money” i.e. money from
sources who can also open
doors to new markets and
partnerships.
While borrowing from familial sources and
personal connections is reasonably genderneutral, we encountered women-led SMEs
who faced barriers borrowing from bigger
players such as banks and other traditional
sources that held them back from being able
to grow their businesses and do more good.
Many socially-oriented SME have already
tapped into their own funds and funds of
friends and family. Now, they face significant
obstacles maintaining operations or working
towards growth. Much of their cash is tied up
as working capital as operating costs and
risks are high, while profit margins are low.
Therefore, only a small portion of available
cash can be reliably channeled as growth
capital.
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In addition to needing patient capital or
debt with low interest rates, there is a need
for philanthropic and impact angel capital
for the related capacity and community
building activities. Currently, such patient
capital that prioritises social impact and
seeks more suitable financial return is rare.
Monitor Group calls the system of such
investment “enterprise philanthropy” while
Acumen calls this capital “courageous patient
capital”.

Last but not least, these
funding opportunities must
also incorporate programs
that help SMEs become
funding-ready by providing
support with capacity
building, market access
and technology.
When funding does exist, socially oriented
SMEs still struggle to make their case for
attracting investments due to poor financial
records and limited experience with
presentations. Constraints on founders’ time,
expertise and available human resources
further curb SMEs’ ability to get “fundingready”.
Consequently, many socially oriented SMEs
do not receive the funding they need to
pursue growth plans.
The time is now to create new forms of
financing that meet the needs of sociallydriven SMEs so they can be effective agents
of achieving the UNSDGs.

Recommendations
There is a clear case for philanthropic dollars to be used to create new instruments of blended
or innovative finance. The many definitions of innovative finance share four main features:

1. Leverage:
Development finance and philanthropic funds can be used to support activities that do not
generate immediate revenue but are critical for long-term performance. This enables private
capital to be channeled towards financing revenue-generating activities.

2. Impact:
Investing in the non-revenue generating activities supports social impact-oriented SMEs in
their work towards social, environmental and economic justice.

3. Returns:
Using philanthropic monies as “guarantees” reduces the risks of private investments in
developing countries. This helps to realise financial returns in line with market expectations.

4. Patient Capital:
Emulate efforts such as Acumen, using philanthropic dollars from individual angel investors,
government grants or foundations to create an Evergreen Fund to offer patient capital in
terms of equity, debt or blended finance for early stage seed funding. This helps move social
capital to socially driven SMEs tackling UNSDG 1 and 5.

Through these various alternative modalities, philanthropic dollars and development funds
can be used to effectively achieve the UNSDGs and efficiently meet SMEs' financing needs.
Meanwhile, as non-revenue generating activities are also catered to using philanthropic funds,
private investors are incentivised to invest more capital into the revenue-generating aspects of
the business. Furthermore, philanthropy and development institutions can provide other
forms of support such as mentoring, networking opportunities and their expertise for scaling
up businesses.
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A report recently published Arabella Advisors and the New Venture Fund’s Harriet Ecosystem,
with support from JPMorgan Chase & Co, titled “An Economy For All: How Philanthropy Can
Unlock Capital for Women Entrepreneurs and Entrepreneurs of Color through Inclusive
Investing” echoes our recommendations (https://aneconomyforall.com/). It explains the
relevance of blended finance, stating

“We are living in a moment when philanthropy has the
potential and power to catalyse transformative changes and
improve our society. We must be bold enough to seize this
moment.”
Furthermore, it emphasizes the importance of impact investors fundamentally addressing
their gendered and racial biases so that we can build a more inclusive economy. Although
this report is based on research in the US, these suggestions are deeply valid in the context of
Southeast Asia.
We hope that our research provokes reflection on the actual needs of “missing middle/
pioneer gap” women-led SMEs tackling poverty. Based on our research, we encourage the use
of philanthropic dollars to fund women-led SMEs with a social mission to effectively achieve
UNSDGs. More fundamentally, we need to end the system of social exclusion that work
against women entrepreneurs, especially those who hold other marginalised identities. With
them leading the path to social change, ending poverty and achieving gender equality will be
goals soon effectively realised.
The time has come to embrace innovative financing mechanisms such as blended finance
and courageous patient capital to end poverty in unity with women as agents of change.
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APPENDIX I

CASE STUDIES OF
WOMEN-LED SMEs
TACKLING UNSDG #1 & UNSDG #5
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX I

UNSDG #1 AND UNSDG #5
IMPACT BY COUNTRY
Through our work at Angels of Impact, we have been fortunate to meet some of the most
driven and resourceful women and teams in social entrepreneurship. Through the course of
this research, we have been able to collect and analyse data regarding the impact on and
empowerment of women resulting from the business activities of the social enterprise SMEs
we interviewed. Those results are presented in this appendix along with case studies,
categorised by country.

This appendix will detail data, qualitative findings and case studies from three countries:

1. Indonesia

2. Thailand

3. Myanmar

As they pertain to the two UNSDGs targeted in this report:

UNSDG #1 No Poverty

UNSDG #5 Gender Equality
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CROSS-COUNTRY IMPACT
ANALYSIS
Impact on Poverty [ UNSDG #1 ]
SMEs interviewed by Angels of Impact in

In addition to helping the employees and

this report help reduce poverty in many
ways, especially for suppliers and employees

suppliers groups, several SMEs in Myanmar
and Indonesia also benefit their customers

but also for customers.

by providing an affordable product price.

The SMEs that reduced poverty through

They also help educate customers thereby
changing customers’ mindsets to consume

their employee benefits mostly did so by
creating job opportunities and providing

better products.

better income through paying a fair wage.

For example, one SME in Indonesia provides

Additionally, to make operations sustainable,
they also provide educational support to

a platform service for breast milk sharing,
where the mothers can access cheaper

enhance their employees’ knowledge and
spur skills growth.

healthier breast milk for their babies rather
than having to rely on formula milk. They
also educated mothers to know the

The SMEs that reduced poverty through
their supplier network mostly did so by
sourcing and partnering to procure the raw
materials or products at a higher or even

nutrition and benefit of breast milk and
encouraged mothers who could donate to
do so.

guaranteed price, thus achieving an

In addition, the SMEs also benefit other

increased income for their supplier network.
Furthermore, the SMEs benefiting suppliers

groups and reduce poverty in a myriad of
ways, including providing vocational training

also helped reduce poverty in a myriad ways
including providing the knowledge/

for street kids, conducting collaborative
community projects for people living in rural

expertise, technology, market access and

areas and providing knowledge to others

mindset change to sustainably create an
impact for their beneficiaries.

who would like to learn skills from them.
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Impact on Gender Equality [ UNSDG #5 ]
The SMEs also have a positive impact on the

husbands. Furthermore, women then grow

beneficiaries in terms of women’s
empowerment. When women have

in self-esteem and confidence to make
important decisions in both spheres. For

increased economic and financial literacy,

example, women can decide how things

they are able to earn income for their
families by themselves and rely less on their

should be managed in the business or make
decisions regarding their homes.

The percentage of SMEs who reported impact made through poverty eradication and
women’s empowerment are shown in the table below:

More than half of the SMEs in each country would like to help a larger number of
beneficiaries by:

• Expanding sales channels

• Utilising more technology

• Scaling up business activities

• Creating role models to expand to other

• Increasing public awareness

groups of beneficiaries and extend their
network and impact reach
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Almost half of the SMEs surveyed in

around them and financially empower

Myanmar and Thailand and almost all of
SMEs interviewed in Indonesia would like to

them to free themselves of all existing debts
they currently hold.

provide deeper help to each one of their
beneficiaries. The majority of this support
would include providing training and
education around business capabilities and
around their wealth management,
budgeting and planning. Some of them also
would like to turn part-time workers into
full-time employees, build a success story
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However, most SMEs that would like to do
more for their beneficiaries report an
inability to do so because of finance and
capacity needs, lack of some business and
technical capabilities, small business size,
lack of profit reinvestment and lack of
human resources.

INDONESIA
Impact on UNSDG#1
Many of the SMEs interviewed in Indonesia worked to reduce poverty through more than one
channel. 13 respondents created their impact through their suppliers, 4 respondents through
their employees, 2 of them through their customers and 1 reported ‘in other ways’.
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In response to the question on what more they would like to do for beneficiaries and what
keeps them from providing the extra help, all Indonesian SMEs surveyed would like to help a
larger number of their beneficiaries, while 14 of these SMEs would like to provide deeper help
to each one of their beneficiaries.
There were two factors identified that would help them achieve these goals:
Market expansion was deemed the most effective way to help a larger number of
beneficiaries, while access to education was presented as the most effective way to provide
deeper help to each of the beneficiaries.

.

Impact on UNSDG#5
In terms of how women’s empowerment is

when they didn’t have to wait for men to

achieved, one SME responded that their

carry water gallons. 7 SMEs empowered

impact was at a management level. 2 SMEs

women suppliers through providing support

responded that they empowered female

and training, access to technology and

customers - one through events/classes and

letting them specialise in a specific function

another (in the clean water space) felt that

or skill set.

the women became more independent
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13 SMEs surveyed contribute to women’s

1 SME reported a change in power dynamics

economic empowerment through providing
higher and more stable income. Examples

related to decision-making where women
can decide how things should be managed

include increased income by 30-40%, an

in the store or decide which foods to cook in

increase by 3-4 million IDR (197-263 USD)
per month or increased savings by 1 million

the kitchen, where they otherwise likely
would not have had the liberty to make

IDR (66 USD) per month. As a result of the

such decisions.

increased income and savings, the
beneficiaries of these SMEs gain increased
opportunities to enjoy a higher standard of
living, send children to school and renovate
their houses.

5 SMEs surveyed reported that their women
beneficiaries generally have more power
and dignity within the family and in the
house than before. They gain independence
in terms of what they want for themselves.

6 SMEs reported empowering women

In one case, some gain confidence as

through improved financial literacy by
providing beneficiaries with knowledge and

ambassadors (for breast milk donation) and
they are able to persuade others to join

through increased savings of weavers/

them in their endeavours.

farmers.
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TORAJA MELO- INDONESIA CASE STUDY #1

According to a World Bank 2017 report,
out of a population of 252 million, more
than 28 million Indonesians still live
below the poverty line. Approximately
40% of the population remain
vulnerable to falling into poverty, as
their income hovers marginally above
the national poverty line. Women have
less access to economic and
educational opportunities as compared
to men and so they are
disproportionately represented in the
population in poverty. This translates to
poor performance along various
indicators of socioeconomic welfare
such as health, safety and decisionmaking power. Because of poor job
prospects in the country, many women
have to work overseas as foreign
domestic workers or as sex workers. In
these jobs, agents and employers
regularly take advantage of their
vulnerable positions, exploiting them
financially, physically and sexually. In
fact, Migrant Care reports that between
2012-2017, 1267 Indonesian migrant
workers were reported dead. Real
numbers of deaths and cases of

violence must be significantly higher.
In the region of Toraja, where the SME
in focus operates, conditions were
similar with rampant poverty. Women
were forced to go overseas and do
dangerous work. Many of them came
back with unwanted pregnancies from
sexual abuse. Families were breaking
apart. Opportunities for welfare were
bleak.
Toraja Melo’s Social Mission
Toraja Melo, a women-led social
enterprise, was founded to address
some of these pressing social issues.
The founders recognised and invested
into the capabilities of the Toraja
community, which was traditionally a
weaving village. Although more
recently the art was being lost, the
founders were aware that many of the
elder women still possessed these
skills. Here, the founders identified an
area of opportunity. They recognised
the market demand for handmade
crafts and decided to connect this
demand and the Toraja community.

Thus was born Toraja Melo, an enterprise
that works with communities to integrate
traditional hand weaving into products
such as apparel, home decor items and
art cloth that meet modern markets’
demands. Founded in 2008, the
enterprise now works with over a
thousand weavers in Toraja, Mamasa,
Adonara and Lembata - vulnerable
regions where high numbers of women
resort to unsafe work overseas.

of these communities. She added, "My
sister and I are committed to
advocating for women’s rights.
Weaving is simply the tool we found.”

More recently, Toraja Melo has begun
offering community-based tourism
packages in regions where the weaving
business operates. Community members
rent out rooms in their houses to guests,
cook local food for them, act as guides
around the area and share various parts
of their culture. Guests are invited to
intimately engage with the weaving
process at various stages. The
development of this business model has
created income opportunities, harnessed
the communities’ entrepreneurial spirit,
and encouraged their sense of pride in
their culture.

Women’s Leadership in the Design
Process
Toraja Melo enables the women
weavers to spearhead the design
process. The women are able to share
through their items the knowledge
about hand-weaving passed down to
them by their mothers and
grandmothers. The master weavers
decide in conversation with Toraja Melo
employees how products can be best
designed such that they honour
traditional art while serving changing
market demands. The enterprise
attracts a majority-female clientele and
the product design is done keeping in
mind the needs of the modern urban
woman. Because of weavers’ creative
and collaborative enthusiasm, markets
for their crafts have been booming.
Often, the business has orders booked
for months in advance.

In bringing final goods to the market,
positive social change - with a focus on
women’s empowerment - is created at
every step. When asked about her
business philosophy and her model for
social change, founder Dinny Jusuf, also
based in Toraja, explained that the
business tapped into the existing
capabilities and knowledge of the women

The enterprise’s community-based
tourism services also increase
entrepreneurial opportunities based on
what the women in the weaver
communities can offer. Tourism
packages are built to share these
women’s culinary skills, dance and
other performative arts and their
knowledge of the region and culture.

Toraja Melo’s vision of gender integration
honors the capabilities of women and
while tailoring to the needs of a largely
female customer base. Furthermore, the
enterprise’s work rejuvenates art forms,
historically done by women, that were
being lost to rapid modernisation.
Women Involved in the Production
The enterprise currently partners with
over a thousand women who weave the
items that the enterprise offers for sale.
The production process engages women
and creates job opportunities for them
which otherwise are extremely scarce.
Furthermore, Toraja Melo also
collaborates with PEKKA, WomenHeaded Household Empowerment
Program, a successful local non-profit
organisation with a large community
base. These two organisations together
hold year-long trainings where skilled
weavers teach local women. This womenhelping-women model enables new
women to pick up marketable skills and
work for various businesses.
Gender Impact at Company Level
All of the dozen employees working
within the organisation are women. They
run various divisions, such as those of
marketing, branding, networking, etc.
These women are members of the
weaver communities themselves.

Hence, they understand the challenges
of their families and friends intimately
and are able to best spearhead social
empowerment efforts.
For instance, these women have set up
a weavers’ cooperative wherein
weavers’ concerns are regularly
addressed and their suggestions are
taken into account by the enterprise.
Gender-Sensitive Socioeconomic
Impacts at the Supplier Level
This business has touched the lives of
women by forming partnerships with
them, investing in their skills and
facilitating their economic
independence. In areas where the
enterprise chooses to work,
socioeconomic conditions are usually
among the bleakest in Indonesia. With
Toraja Melo’s interventions, women
who were earlier being trafficked into
exploitative and dangerous work, now
have far safer, more dignified and
better paying work opportunities in
their own villages. There has been an
approximate 600% increase in earnings
of the women. While staying at their
homes, women are able to earn 3-5
million Indonesian rupiah (roughly, 200
- 340 USD) per month through weaving
alone. Naturally, most women have quit
their earlier jobs and have returned
from overseas.

They have taken charge of their financial
security and this independence has
amplified their autonomy and
assertiveness. Many women have even
been able to leave abusive marriages.
Ms Jusuf recounts the time she met one
of the community leaders in Adonara
when she went there to look after the onground operations. “Thank you for
making my dreams come true one by
one,” the lady expressed, as she
embraced her. Because of Toraja Melo’s
efforts, her community’s work, that was
earlier struggling to barely survive, had
found an audience in Jakarta where the
enterprise was organising exhibitions
regularly.

They were able to bring their own meat
and precious symbolic offering in
ceremonies to community gatherings.
Women of the community had gained
independence in ways earlier they
could not fathom.
Tapping into their rich experiences in
the field of women-led, communityfocused social entrepreneurship that
focuses on poverty alleviation, the
founders are considering soon writing
and publishing a book sharing their
reflections. “The path is difficult and not
widely pursued. We’ve learnt a lot and
we are very willing to share.”

DU'ANYAM- INDONESIA CASE STUDY #2

Du’Anyam’s Background
Poor maternal health is a pressing
social problem in Indonesia. The
country was unable to meet its
Millennium Development Goal of
reducing its maternal mortality rate
(MMR) to below 102 for every 100,000
live births. The goal still remains far
from being attained as MMR still
loomed well over 305 deaths per
100,000 live births in 2015 (Intercensal
Survey data). This makes Indonesia’s
MMR one of the highest in southeast
Asia. Separately, a World Bank
investigation showed that almost a
quarter of births were not assisted by
any trained healthcare professionals.
This access is further divided along the
lines of socioeconomic class. While
nearly 70% of women belonging to the
country’s wealthiest quintile gave birth
with professional medical care facilities,
only 10% of the women from the
poorest quintile could afford to do so.
Thus poor health is a glaring concern
for women of vulnerable
socioeconomic backgrounds.
Child mortality is another urgent

concern. In 2015, 147,000 children died
before the age of five due to
preventable diseases (UNICEF). Poor
nutrition levels and paucity of proper
medical facilities persist. Even though
the country’s economic growth rate
has stayed firmly above 5% since 2009,
the fruits of this growth have not been
shared equally by all. Infrastructure
that caters to vulnerable populations is
lacking.
Du’Anyam, a women-led social
enterprise, first started operations in
East Nusa Tenggara province. Poverty
rates here were among the highest in
the country. The economy was almost
cashless because the local population
depended on subsistence agriculture.
Cash was available only after the
harvest season. The rest of the year,
women had to wait for remittances
sent by their husbands working as
migrant workers overseas. Poverty was
reflected clearly in health outcomes.
White rice with tea was a staple diet.
Maternal and child health status in the
province were one of the poorest in
the country.

Du’Anyam’s Mission for Social Change
Du’Anyam was founded as a social
enterprise to address the rampant
problems of poor maternal and child
health in Indonesia. It was started in 2014
in Larantuka city and has now spread its
operations to over twenty villages around
the region. The enterprise offers women’s
purses and bags woven by village
communities in rural Indonesia.
Du’Anyam’s social impact model is
twofold. First, it promotes skill
development and economic
empowerment of its partner
communities. It partners with groups
skilled at producing wicker crafts,
collaborates with them on a valueaddition process and then takes the final
goods to a wider national market. But
creating social impact for Du’Anyam
continues even beyond business
innovation. The enterprise works actively
with government bodies to strengthen
health infrastructure and to raise public
awareness around health concerns.
Women in the Design Process
Du’Anyam partners with local weavers’
communities that are almost 85% female.
The design and production processes are
spearheaded by around twenty five
weaving coordinators and assistants, who
are members of the community,
particularly skilled at and committed to
weaving.

Market researchers from Du’ Anyam
suggest ways to incorporate traditional
rattan weaving into goods that can be
useful to urban consumers. However, it
is the weaving coordinators who take
the lead in creating products that
honor their cultural heritage while also
meeting the evolving needs of urban
Indonesian women.
Social impact at Company Level
The business was co-founded by a
group of women committed to
addressing the intersecting issues of
poverty and gender injustice.
Du’Anyam remains committed to
empowering women within its formal
organisation to help them achieve their
goals so that they can give back to
their community. The enterprise offers
various opportunities to the women to
serve their communities through
Du’Anyam. Women may work as
project managers at a regional level
and lead wider operations.
Alternatively, they may work as field
coordinators, engaging themselves
intimately at the grassroots level and
managing orders, production and
payments. As part of this role, they are
given some capital to best invest for
community welfare according to their
judgement. They are also accorded the
responsibility to budget, plan,
document - essentially, lead - the
production process.

The business has also been streamlining
into different departments that manage
finance, sales and marketing and so on.
This has enabled Du’Anyam to scale up
operations and to welcome women to
grow and contribute their specialised
skills. The business offers training
sessions so that women can gain
necessary skills and technical
competencies to serve at a capacity that
enable them to accomplish their goals.
Computer training and English language
training are being offered throughout the
organisation.
Social Impact at the Supplier Level
Du’Anyam has created positive impact
along various measures of socioeconomic
welfare. First, the enterprise has
engineered novel means to secure stable,
sustainable income for over five hundred
women by tapping into preexisting skills.
This has reduced women’s dependence
on annual crop harvest and on
remittances sent by husbands. They now
have secure opportunities to earn cash at
hand at any time of the year. Du’Anyam
enables women to work from home while
they fulfill household obligations. Women
can take up more or less orders
depending on their financial needs and
time availability. Thus, the practice of
saving has been gaining momentum
rapidly.
Growing financial autonomy has
contributed to women’s welfare in other

aspects of life. Self-esteem and sense of
agency have improved markedly.
Importantly, health status has
improved considerably for women and
their children. The enterprise regularly
studies women’s diets and encourages
them to cook nutritious foods. It
records cases of malnourishment,
maternal deaths during childbirth and
child deaths due to poor health. The
business works with the local
government and with NGOs to deliver
nutritional supplements and to
organise health camps and healthy
cooking days.
Furthermore, the enterprise’s projects
has encouraged women’s economic
participation and broken patriarchal
norms. For instance, during the
nascent stages of the business, certain
members of the communities strongly
discouraged women from working.
Some of the women would have to
hide the handiwork in their neighbours’
houses, lest their husbands burn the
items. However, the business facilitated
the women in proving to their
communities the value of their crafts.
As women’s incomes started rising,
leading to improved welfare for the
entire family, village attitudes became
much friendlier to women’s work.
Today, many husbands shoulder
household responsibilities so that their
wives may focus fully on weaving.

THAILAND
Impact on UNSDG#1
The social enterprise ecosphere in Thailand was invigorated in 2018 as legislation supporting
social enterprise business was approved by the Thai cabinet, raising hopes for a conducive
legislative environment moving forward. The approved social enterprises will enjoy a tax
benefit.
Overall, the 15 SMEs interviewed in Thailand work to reduce poverty through two main
channels. 7 respondents reported the majority of their impact created through their supplier
networks and 9 respondents reported the majority of impact achieved through benefits to
employees.
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One SME also indirectly benefits another group of beneficiaries by providing support in the
forms of money, knowledge of sewing, human rights and other related issues to the labor
force. They do this as another way to help their labor force be aware of their basic human
rights and empower them to fight against unjust practice from other current and potential
employers.

The reported results beneficiaries enjoy as a result of interacting with the SMEs surveyed
include:

•

more stable income

•

debt repayment

•

lower migration to more expensive
urban areas

•

increase in technical skills e.g. organic
rice farming, sewing and designing
products from leftover materials

•

business acumen skills e.g. basic
accounting, production planning,
marketing and sales

In response to the question on what more they would like to do for beneficiaries and what
keeps them from providing the extra help, 11 SMEs would like to help a larger number of their
beneficiaries, while 4 of of these SMEs reported a desire to provide deeper help to each one of
their individual beneficiaries.
The factors that would help them achieve these goals were different for each goal. Scaling up
the business was deemed the most effective way to help a larger number of beneficiaries,
while providing education was presented as the most effective way to provide deeper help.
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Impact on UNSDG#5
Apart from poverty reduction, empowerment of women was also reported as being promoted
in many ways among the SMEs surveyed.
8 out of the 15 Thai SMEs surveyed empower women to have “economic independence” - they
are able to earn income, manage their own wealth to cover costs associated with children
and family with less reliance on men in the household.
11 of the 15 SMEs empower women with “financial literacy” - they were able to pay off debt
more effectively.
3 SMEs also organise workshops to educate beneficiaries on debt, wealth, and resources
management.
SMEs surveyed empower women in non-financial areas as well:
4 of the 15 SMEs also report that they empower women to have more “agency for decision
making” - that women are more independent and confident in making decision in their
families e.g. changing the way of farming from conventional to organic.
Additionally, 11 of the 15 SMEs surveyed in Thailand also aim to change the family dynamics to
give women more confidence and self-esteem. This is seen to better enable them to make
important decisions and take a lead within the family.
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WANITA- THAILAND CASE STUDY

The beginnings of WANITA
For more than a decade now, the
southernmost border provinces of
Thailand – namely Pattani, Yala,
Narathiwat and Satun- have been the
epicenter of intense ethnic and
religious conflict. Due to the ongoing
instability, many women in the region
were widowed and lost access to
dependable sources of income. While
some of the women have proven
capable of finding jobs and alternative
ways to make a livelihood despite the
challenging circumstances, it is often in
exchange for the family unit. Many
women seeking employment opt to
leave their children with grandparents
and other family members in order to
earn money abroad and send it home.
Furthermore, for an additional category
of women needing income, going out
and seeking work is not a viable option
simply due to their advanced age.
While in the past a number of
organizations had come to the region
with the aim of addressing these issues,
they struggled to take into account
relevant contextual factors – thus
positive impact had been minimal in
this area

In 2016, Oxfam Foundation came to
learn about this problem and lent a
hand to address it in collaboration with
the government. Oxfam’s efforts from
the outset appeared different from
prior ones because it endeavored to
solve economic problems at their root
by empowering communities. Oxfam
soon established a pilot programme to
empower local women and local
economies. The programme was
initially open to any member of the
community. Men and women were
both interested in building skills to
earn daily wages. As it turned out, the
majority of registrations came from
women. Initially, the pilot sought to
invite and evaluate ideas from the
members themselves. Any member or
group of members could submit
proposals for a project they wanted to
run and have the proposal evaluated by
a committee, who determined which
projects received funding. Over time
the number of people joining the
group steadily increased and
eventually the pilot led to the
establishment of WANITA - a womenled social enterprise.

Today, more than 60 groups participate
in WANITA, each group utilising unique
skills such as handicrafts and
embroidery skills to create attractive
and functional products that can be sold
to consumers. The stories of WANITA
and the people it empowers are built
into each product they sell. WANITA also
has an online platform that connects
customers to local handicraft co-ops
and producers. It hosts products made
by various groups and distributes them
nationally and internationally. With its
online presence, WANITA hopes to build
brand recognition and credibility and to
reach international markets.
WANITA’s main goal is to empower
women to build skills that they can use
to earn income in their own
communities. Beyond this initial
objective, WANITA also expects that
their efforts to empower women will
have other reverberating effects. As
women in the area are the main
caretakers of children and heads of
family (because many men have been
killed in violent conflicts), improving
their quality of life may significantly
improve their children’s and families’
quality of life. Likewise, as families and
communities stabilize economically and
politically, local economies of the region
would be bolstered, creating a systemic
way to break the cycle of poverty.

Breaking social stigmas and
empowering women
WANITA has positively impacted how
women in the partner communities
perceive their own abilities and
contributions. Initially, it is often
challenging to break through the
ingrained stigma against women’s
work. It is not uncommon for some
women members to have to ask their
husbands for permission to join
WANITA or for them to be shy when
asked to present their products to an
audience. WANITA works to empower
these women to develop leadership
abilities, self-confidence and decisionmaking capabilities.
Helping women become more
assertive has also changed gender
power dynamics in families. Men are no
longer automatically presumed to be
the main breadwinners. It is now more
common and increasingly accepted for
women to earn the income for the
families and to assume the role of their
heads of household.
Strengthening the social fabric
WANITA has additionally found that its
impact in partner communities
indirectly strengthens the social fabric
beyond immediate members.
A year after WANITA began engaging
members and providing livelihoods,
members began calling their
daughters and other relatives to come
back home from overseas as there
were now enough jobs for them in the
community again.

Even though the income from WANITA
projects might not be as high as
potential earnings abroad, many
community members chose to work
here because they can stay as a family
unit.
For example, WANITA introduced
another project wherein it sells crispy
bananas by involving unemployed men
in the community to plant banana trees.
Men now have a new income
opportunity and are willing to remain to
contribute to the local community.
From these examples, we see how
WANITA’s work not only yields
immediate benefits to the women
themselves, but also to their families
and other connected community
members.
Capacity Building and Skills-Based
Training for Women
WANITA not only creates job
opportunities for its members but also
collaborates with public and private
organizations to provide capacity
building opportunities. For example, one
women’s group making food products
wanted to prolong the shelf life for their
products but did not know how to do so.
WANITA contacted an expert from
Bangkok, arranged their travel to that

village, and conducted a workshop on
the topic for the women’s group .
Another group working on fabrics
wanted to learn how to make their
fabrics more colorful. Again, WANITA
organized a workshop where they
could learn these skills.
In addition to technical skills related to
production, WANITA also recognizes
the importance of business
management skills. The latest
workshop they held in this vein was
around the concept of design thinking,
where members learned how to
produce products that respond directly
to their target consumers and
demographics. The results of this
training were very successful, with
groups demonstrating the ability to
practically apply the design thinking
principles they learned into their
production processes and adding clear
value to their final products.
Building a Sustainable Social
Enterprise
In order to provide quality products
and achieve social good in the long run,
WANITA ensures that it has the quality
and operational standards of a fullfledged SME. Implementing rigorous
standards across the organization led
to some initial challenges. WANITA had
to strategize to leverage the abilities of
all members, some of whom are
elderly.

It had to improve communication
between group members and
streamline the production process.
After a few years of foundational work,
the groups have now largely adjusted to
meet these standards.
Another challenge to promoting
WANITA’s business integrity and
sustainability is poor support from the
external SME ecosystem.Communities
have been denied government support
on the dubious grounds that WANITA’s
work does not match current policy
objectives. Thus, community members
are fostering self-reliance by building
their own networks.
WANITA’s Success Story - Continuing
Growth
WANITA now engages almost 60 groups
comprising a total of almost a thousand
people from a range of southern border
communities of Thailand. 90% of the
members are women, many of whom
were widowed during the conflict.
In the first half of 2018, WANITA’s sales
generated THB 50,0000 (USD $15,151) in
revenue for its members. 80% of the
profit will be invested in buying
products from women in the partner
groups while the remaining 20% will be
used as a savings fund that circulates
money and provides affordable loans to
members.

Additional funds will be established for
tuition fees and scholarships for
children of members.
Thus, WANITA addresses poverty at a
systemic level as an organisation that is
part of the local communities. It goes
beyond economic upliftment and seeks
to empowers communities socially and
psychologically so that they may live
with dignity. While WANITA has made
considerable headway in these areas,
there is still a long way to go. In the
near future, WANITA will focus on
expanding its domestic market in
Thailand and to make their brand
recognisable to more potential
consumers.
This will continue the empowerment
cycle that WANITA has created. When
its members feel empowered to
support themselves, they go on to
empower other people in their
community, thereby creating stability
and opportunities for younger
generations. Although WANITA’s
interventions seemed to be only of a
modest scale at first, their work has
created vast, positive ripple effects. The
enterprise hopes to create a
sustainable and united community
that can help end conflict that has
marred lives for over a decade.

MYANMAR
Impact on UNSDG#1
Many of the SMEs interviewed in Myanmar are working towards poverty eradication impact
through more than one channel of beneficiaries, falling under the following categories:
7 SMEs interviewed reported tracking impact by quantitatively assessing the number of
beneficiaries, amount of profit sharing, and qualitatively observing the quality of life for
beneficiaries.
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In response to the question on what more
they would like to do for beneficiaries and
what keeps them from providing the extra
help, 7 respondents answered that they
would like to help a larger number of their
beneficiaries, while 5 SMEs answered that
they would like to provide deeper help to
each one of their beneficiaries.

The reported numbers of beneficiaries per
SME range from 2 to 110 persons with more
than 50% reported as women.

The factors that would help them achieve
these goals were different for the two goals:
market expansion was deemed the most
effective way to help a larger number of
beneficiaries, while providing education was
presented as the most effective way to
provide deeper help to each of the
beneficiaries.
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Impact on UNSDG#5
Women’s professional empowerment is reported as being promoted through hiring,
promotion and training, including life skills to allow better decision making with higher levels
of confidence. Female customers were offered workshops on empowerment and suppliers
were provided business opportunities and skills development opportunities.
Out of those SMEs who provided answers of the business model, most of them were in the
B2C market and over 80% were profitable, regardless of the length of operations. The study
showed that an SME with a social mission with 2 years of operation can break even within 2
years if they focused mostly on revenue generation activities. On the other hand, one SMEs
with 5 years operation still made a loss, due to their training programs ran partly out of
revenue.
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HLA DAY- MYANMAR CASE STUDY #1

According to the latest Myanmar
National Census, 2.4 million people are
employed creating various crafts in
Myanmar. This makes the cottage
industry in handicrafts the 4th largest
employer in the country that provides
livelihoods to 11.7% of the active
workforce. These artisans create
products unique to their fast-dying
cultural heritage. These industries
must be tapped into, given their
projected growth over the next few
years. The Technavio Global
Handicrafts market estimates that the
global handicrafts market will grow to
over US$702.2 billion in 2019.
Consumers of these crafts are
increasingly demanding sustainably
made products. This confirms a large
consumer base for handicrafts items.
Sadly, these artists are severely
underpaid because of the exploitative
supply chain that dominates the
market. This socioeconomic
exploitation is a matter of genderbased injustice because a majority of
these artisans are women.

There are even more business
opportunities for SMEs given that
Myanmar has recently become a
destination for large numbers of
tourists.
Connecting artisans to markets
The founders of Hla Day, a women-led
social enterprise, recognised
opportunities of business growth and
social empowerment in these regions.
The business works with local
Myanmar artists and provides them
access to markets and essential
business skills. Fundamentally, it
encourages them to recognise and
strive for the value of their unique
cultural heritage. The Hla Day team
works to preserve these traditional art
forms while connecting them to a
more international audience.
Additional revenue can be generated
from sales to customers with a higher
purchasing power. These proceeds are
directly passed on to the producers.
In an effort to make these
opportunities available to even more
people employed in the production of
handicrafts, Hla Day created the
Myanmar Artisan Toolkit

(https://www.myanmarartisantoolkit.or
g/) which is publicly available in
Burmese and English and is used as
the basis of artisan trainings by several
organizations. A significant majority of
artisans who have been trained with
the help of the toolkit are females.
Developing a unique understanding
of artisans
The Hla Day team starts by creating a
thorough understanding of the unique
needs and strengths of every producer
group. The team then identifies
opportunities to positively influence
the community’s business practices
through advice on design, business
and financial planning.
Hla Day also identifies areas of
women’s involvement in the business
and works on strengthening these
avenues. In several cases, the women
shoulder most household
responsibilities which limits their
ability to be fully involved business
operations. In these situations,
pushing women too hard to lean in
has lead to the erosion of trust
between the partner community and
Hla Day. To overcome this obstacle, the
team is now more mindful of the
constrained socioeconomic conditions
that these women are entangled in
and it is working to better support
them to balance domestic duties with
and business responsibilities.

In rural areas, where artisans are often
not aware of potential of their crafts to
generate income, Hla Day starts by
building this consciousness and
showing to these communities their
potential to generate livelihoods
through their crafts. They then develop
business skills of these artisans and
facilitate community-building so that
artists may support each other in
solidarity.
Creating impact for women
Developing the financial literacy of
producer groups is an integral part of
Hla Day’s work. This is reflected as one
of the main focus areas of the Myanmar
Artisan Toolkit and also through the
enterprise’s practical interventions in
areas such as invoicing or bookkeeping.
They also help artisans to analyze
information about their personal
income and business revenue so that
the artisans have full knowledge of
proceeds and market preferences. This
enables them to participate actively in
Hla Day’s business decisions. Hla Day
by providing employment
opportunities mainly to women and to
other vulnerable groups such as people
with disabilities, which form a
substantial part of producer groups,
indirectly shifts power dynamics within
families and the society.Individuals
previously not seen as capable to
sustain themselves are becoming
breadwinners for their

families and communities which leads
to increased recognition and respect.
The Artisan Toolkit and related
trainings enable women and
vulnerable populations to identify
opportunities wherein they may assert
and amplify rightful power.
Measuring change
In order to measure impact, Hla Day
compares inputs to outputs. It
examines the relation between the
amount of training provided and the
revenue generated by producer
groups.
Hla Day also measures if growing
revenue is related to more trained

artisans working in a particular group.
If additional training does not lead to
increasing sales of products, the team
looks for ways to make it more
effective.
The producer groups Hla Day works
with currently involve more than 700
artisans, more than 75% of which are
female. Through its work, Hla Day has
not only enabled these artisans to take
control of securing their livelihood, but
has also created a new market for
traditional Myanmar products thereby
contributing to preserving unique
cultural heritage.

DEVELOP ED - CASE STUDY MYANMAR #2
Summary of DevelopEd’s Role &
Function
DevelopEd is a school that provides
quality education to the rural youth,
thereby delivering long-term and selfsustaining value to marginalised
communities in Myanmar. The
enterprise seeks to work primarily with
the rural youth, women and the
economically disadvantaged. It was
established as a five-year project in
Lashio (northern Shan State in
Myanmar) that would operate with an
NGO model. Founders planned that if
yearly reviews were positive then the
venture would be transitioned
incrementally into a local social
enterprise. Over the course of the first
four years, with student numbers
growing rapidly, the school was in a
position to effectively implement this
strategy. One year was dedicated to
the handover process in December
2017 , during which staff, especially
management staff, received rigorous
training. The handover, from the
international founders to the local
management staff, successfully took
place in December 2017. It is now a
women-led social enterprise. The
school is wholly owned and managed,
and operated by local community
members, vast majority of whom are
women. Student numbers continue to
grow.

Social Mission
DevelopEd was founded with the vision
“Community development via quality
education”. Operationally, the goal for
DevelopEd was to engage in
community-building activities that
helped its target demographics. To do
this, however, required building a social
network that could effectively reach
those demographics and a team of
individuals who were interested in and
dedicated to actually helping create
positive change in the community. To
this end, DevelopEd’s students took
lead roles in the community
development projects – from
conception to implementation and
review. Educational classes are
provided from Monday to Friday and
community projects are pursued over
the weekends.
During its early stages, DevelopEd
provided two main programs: (1)
English, Social Studies, and Community
Projects, and (2) Night Class for local
residents. The organisation recruited
students from the northern Shan State
area, and provided boarding for youth
who needed it. The educational focus
was on upskilling rural youth in English,
topics in the social sciences (such as
business studies, politics, gender
studies, critical thinking and so on) and
basic project

skills for community activities. In recent
years, with a need for financial
independence and security, the
education programs were restructured.
Boarding remained available on a select
basis for those who needed it and class
options were diversified to also cater to
local businesses, international NGOs
and, most recently, young children.
Nearly 30 community projects on a wide
variety of issues have been undertaken
so far. The organisation empowers
women, champions environmental
protection, improves village health
infrastructure and protects orphaned
children and children with HIV.
DevelopEd operates as a social
enterprise. Profits are not distributed to
shareholders/owners, instead, they are
reinvested in the organisation.
Moreover, the organisation is designed
to empower local communities by
mobilising the educational network
(staff, students, friends and community
members) toward shared goals in
community development projects.
Socio-economic Value for Women
DevelopEd prioritises generating
women’s socioeconomic welfare. It
actively seeks to recruit women to join
its team. This is for a multitude of
reasons. Rural youth and specifically
young women, are a target
demographic because DevelopEd seeks
to address any socio-econmic
marginalisation that may

occur locally. It works with young rural
women and increases their access to
educational and vocational
opportunities that go beyond local
cultural roles of young women and it
seeks to create a space in which young
women are encouraged thereby
enabling them to explore and grow
their professional capacities. Engaging
in dialogue about perceived gender
roles, providing space for personal and
educational growth and actively
upskilling young women so that they
have the skills and decision-making
capacities to pursue their own chosen
future – this is a key focus for
DevelopEd.
Women Leaders into the Future
The vast majority of staff at DevelopEd
are women, notably the management
team. For example, Ma Eisan, general
manager of the school and mother of
two children, has been involved in
DevelopEd from its foundational
stages. From facilitating property rental
, to establishing legal liaison with local
authorities, she has been a role model
for many women in the community.
Joining Ma Eisan is a team of
wonderfully committed young women
– teachers, office staff and international
staff too. Role models for other local
young women in the area, this team of
dedicated young women are driving
the school into the future and in doing
so are driving local community
development for the benefit of all.

